Abstract Impressive progress has been made in the fields of computer vision and natural language processing. However, it remains a challenge to find the best point of interaction for these very different modalities. In this chapter we discuss how attributes allow us to exchange information between the two modalities and in this way lead to an interaction on a semantic level. Specifically we discuss how attributes allow using knowledge mined from language resources for recognizing novel visual categories, how we can generate sentence description about images and video, how we can ground natural language in visual content, and finally, how we can answer natural language questions about images.
Introduction
Computer vision has made impressive progress in recognizing large number of objects categories [83] , diverse activities [92] , and most recently also in describing images and videos with natural language sentences [91, 89] and answering natural language questions about images [48] . Given sufficient training data these approaches can achieve impressive performance, sometimes even on par with humans [28] . However, humans have two key abilities most computer vision system lack. On the one hand humans can easily generalize to novel categories with no or very little training data. On the other hand, humans can rely on other modalities, most notably language, to incorporate knowledge in the recognition process. To do so humans seem to be able to rely on compositionality and transferability, which means they can break up complex problems into components, and use previously learned components in other (recognition) tasks. In this chapter we discuss how attributes can form such components which allow to transfer and share knowledge, incorporate external linguistic knowledge, and decompose the challenging problems of visual Marcus Rohrbach UC Berkley EECS and ICSI, Berkeley, USA
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A mother zebra feeding her baby in front of a third zebra.
Semantic attributes properties:
striped, black, white similarities: similar to a horse hierarchical info: a subclass of mammal zebra Recognition (a) Semantic attributes allow recognition of novel classes.
(b) Sentence description for an image. Image and caption from MS COCO [8] . description and question answering into smaller semantic units, which are easier to recognize and associate with textual representation.
Let us first illustrate this with two examples. Attribute descriptions given in the form of hierarchical information (a mammal), properties (striped, black, and white), and similarities, (similar to a horse), allow humans to recognize a visual category, even if they never observed this category before. Given this description in form of attributes most humans would be able to recognize the animal shown in Fig. 1(a) as a zebra. Furthermore, once humans know that Fig. 1(a) is a zebra, they can describe what it is doing within a natural sentence, even if they never saw example images with captions of zebras before (Fig. 1b) . A promising way to handle these challenges is to have compositional models which allow interaction between multimodal information at a semantic level.
One prominent way to model such a semantic level are semantic attributes. As the term "attribute" has a large variety of definitions in the computer vision literature we define for the course of this chapter as follows. Definition 1. An attribute is a semantic unit, which has a visual and a textual representation.
The first part of this definition, the restriction to a semantic unit is important to discriminate attributes from other representations, which do not have human interpretable meaning, such as image gradients, bag of (visual) words, or hidden representations in deep neural networks. We will refer to these as features. Of course for a specific feature, one can try to find or associate it with a semantic meaning or unit, but typically it is unknown and once one is able to identify such a association, one has found a representation for this semantic attribute. The restriction to a semantic unit allows to connect to other sources of information on a semantic level, i.e. a level of meaning. In the second part of the definition we restrict it to semantic units which can be both represented textually and visually. 1 This this specific for this chapter as we want to exploit the connection between language and visual recognition. From this definition it should also be clear that attributes are not distinct from objects, but rather that objects are also attributes, as they obviously are semantic and have a textual and visual representation.
In this chapter we discuss some of the most prominent directions where language understanding and visual recognition interact. Namely how knowledge mined from language resources can help visual recognition, how we can ground language in visual content, how we can generate language about visual content, and finally how we can answer natural language questions about images, which can be seen as a combination of grounding the question, recognition, and generating an answer. It is clear that these directions cannot cover all potential interactions between visual recognition and language. Other directions include generating visual content from language descriptions [e.g. 102, 45] or localizing images in text i.e. to find where in a text an image is discussed. In the following we first analyze challenges for combining visual and linguistic modalities; afterwards we provide an overview of this chapter which includes a discussion how the different sections relate to each other and to the idea of attributes.
Challenges for combining visual and linguistic modalities
One of the fundamental differences between the visual and the linguistic modality is the level of abstraction. The basic data unit of the visual modality is a (photographic) image or video which always shows a specific instance of a category, or even more precisely a certain instance for a specific viewpoint, lighting, pose, time etc. For example Fig. 1(a) shows one specific instance of the category zebra from a side view, eating grass. In contrast to this, the basic semantic unit of the linguistic modality are words (which are strings of characters or phonemes for spoken language, but we will restrict ourselves to written linguistic expressions in this chapter). Although a word might refer to a specific instance, the word, i.e. the string, always represents a category of objects, activities, or attributes, abstracting from a specific instance. Interestingly this difference, instance versus category level representation, is also what defines one of the core challenges in visual recognition and is also an important topic in computational linguistics. In visual recognition we are interested in defining or learning models which abstract over a specific image or video to understand the visual characteristic of a category. In computational lin- 1 There are attributes / semantic units, which are not visual but textually, e.g. smells, tastes, tactile sensory inputs, and ones which are visual but not textual, which are naturally difficult to describe in language, but think of many visual patterns beyond striped and dotted, for which we do not have name, or the different visual attributes between two people or faces which humans can clearly recognize but which might be difficult to put into words. We also like to note that some datasets such as Animals with Attributes [44] include non-visual attributes, e.g. smelly, which might still improve classification performance as they are correlated to visual features. guistics, when automatically parsing a text, we frequently face the inverse challenge of trying to identify intra and extra linguistic references (co-reference resolution / grounding 2 ) of a word or phrase. These problems arise because words typically represent concepts rather than instances and because anaphors, synonyms, hypernyms, or metaphorical expressions are used to refer to the identical object in the real world.
Understanding that the visual and linguistic modalities have different levels of abstraction is important when trying to combine both modalities. In Section 2 we use linguistic knowledge at category rather than instance level for visual knowledge transfer, i.e. we use linguistic knowledge at the level where it is most expressive that is at level of its basic representation. In Section 3, when describing visual input with natural language, we put the point of interaction at a semantic attribute level and leave concrete realization of sentences to a language model rather than inferring it from the visual representation, i.e. we recognize the most important components or attributes of a sentence, which are activities, objects, tools, locations, or scenes and then generate a sentence based on these. In Section 4 we look at a model which grounds phrases which refer to a specific instance by jointly learning visual and textual representations. In Section 5 we answer questions about images by learning small modules which recognize visual elements which are selected according to the question and linked to the most important components in the questions, e.g. questions words/phrases (How many), nouns, (dog) and qualifiers (black. By this composition in modules or attributes, we create an architecture, which allows learning these attributes, which link visual and textual modality, jointly across all questions and images.
Overview and outline
In this chapter we explain how linguistic knowledge can help to recognize novel object categories and composite activities (Section 2), how attributes help to describe videos and images with natural language sentences (Section 3), how to ground phrases in images (Section 4), and how compositional computation allows for effective question answering about images (Section 5). We conclude with directions for future work in Section 6.
All these directions have in common that attributes form a layer or composition which is beneficial for connecting between textual and visual representations. In Section 2, for recognizing novel object categories and composite activities, attributes form the layer where the transfer happens. Attributes are shared across known and novel categories, while information mined from different language resources is able to provide the associations between the know categories and attributes at training time to learn attribute classifiers and between the attributes and novel categories at test time to recognize the novel categories.
When describing images and videos (Section 3), we first learn an intermediate layer of attribute classifiers, which are then used to generate natural language descriptions. This intermediate layer allows us to reason across sentences at a semantic level and in this way to build a model which generates consistent multi-sentence description. Furthermore, we discuss how such an attribute classifier layer allows us to describe novel categories where no paired image-caption data is available.
When grounding sentences in images, we argue that it makes sense to do this on a level of phrases are rather full sentences, as phrases form semantic units, or attributes, which can be well localized in images. Thus, in Section 4 we discuss how we localize short phrases or referential expressions in images.
In Section 5 we discuss the task of visual question answering which connects these previous sections, as one has to ground the question in the image and then predict or generate an answer. Here we show how we can decompose the question into attributes which are in this case small neural network components, which are composed in a computation graph to predict the answer. This allows us to share and train the attributes across questions and images, but build a neural network which is specific for a given question.
The order of the following sections weakly follows the historic development, where we start with work which appeared at the time when attributes started to become popular in computer vision [43, 18] . And the last section on visual question answering, a problem which requires more complex interactions between language and visual recognition, has only recently become a topic in the computer vision community [48, 4] .
Linguistic knowledge for recognition of novel categories
While supervised training is an integral part of building visual, textual, or multimodal category models, more recently, knowledge transfer between categories has been recognized as an important ingredient to scale to a large number of categories as well as to enable fine-grained categorization. This development reflects the psychological point of view that humans are able to generalize to novel 3 categories with only a few training samples [56, 6] . This has recently gained increased interest in the computer vision and machine learning literature, which look at zero-shot recognition (with no training instances for a class) [44, 17, 58, 59, 22, 53, 21] , and one-or few-shot recognition [85, 6, 61] . Knowledge transfer is particularly beneficial when scaling to large numbers of classes where training data is limited [53, 21, 70] , distinguishing fine-grained categories [19, 13] , or analyzing compositional activities in videos [22, 72] .
Recognizing categories with no or only few labeled training instances is challenging. In this section we first discuss how we can build attribute classifiers using 
Semantic relatedness mined from language resources for zero-shot recognition
Lampert et al. [43, 44] propose to use attribute based recognition to allow recognizing unseen categories based on their object-attribute associations. Their Direct Attribute Prediction (DAP) model is visualized in Fig. 2 . Given images which are labeled with known category labels y and object-attribute associations a y m between categories and attributes, we can learn attribute classifier p(a m |x i ) for an image x i . This allows to recognize novel categories z if we have associations a z m . To scale the approach to a larger number of classes and attributes, Rohrbach et al. [69, 73, 70] show how these previously manual defined attribute associations a y m and a z m can be replaced with associations mined automatically from different language resources. Table 1(a) compares several language resources and measures to estimate semantic relatedness to determine if a class should be associated with a specific attribute. Yahoo Snippets [7, 73] , which computes co-occurrence statistics on summary snippets returned by search engines, shows the best performance of all single measures. Rohrbach et al. [73] also discuss several fusion strategies to get more robust measures by expanding the attribute inventory with clustering and combining several measures, which can achieve performance on par with manually defined associations (second last versus last line in Table 1a ). (a) Attribute-based zero-shot recognition.
(b) Attributes versus direct-similarity, reported in [73] . Table 1 Zero-shot recognition on AwA dataset [43] . Results for different language resources to mine association. Trained on 92 images per class, mean area under the ROC curve (AUC) in %.
As an alternative to attributes, Rohrbach et al. [69] also propose to directly transfer information from most similar classes which does not require and intermediate level of attributes. While this achieves higher performance when the test set only contains novel objects, in the more adversarial settings, when the test set also contains images from the known categories, the direct similarity based approach significantly drops in performance as can be seen in Table 1(b). Rohrbach et al. [70] extend zero-shot recognition from the 10 unseen categories in the AwA dataset to a setting of 200 unseen ImageNet [9] categories. One of the main challenges in this setting is, that there are no pre-defined attributes on this dataset available. Rohrbach et al. propose to mine part-attributes from WordNet [20] as ImageNet categories correspond to WordNet synsets. Additionally, as the known and unknown classes are leaf nodes of the ImageNet hierarchy, inner nodes can be used to group leaf nodes, similar to attributes. Also, the closest known leaf node categories can transfer to the corresponding unseen leaf category.
An alternative approach is DeViSE [21] which learns an embedding into a semantic skip-gram word-space [55] , trained on Wikipedia documents. Classification is achieved by projecting an image in the word-space and taking the closest word as label. Consequently this also allows for zero-shot recognition. Table 2 compares the different approaches. The hierarchical variants [70] performs best, also compared to DeViSE [21] which relies on more powerful CNN [42] features. Further improvements can be achieved by metric learning [53] . As a different application, Mrowca et al. [57] show how such hierarchical semantic knowledge allows to improve large scale object detection not just classification. While the WordNet hierarchy is very reliable as it was manually created, the attributes are restricted to part attributes and the mining is not as reliably. To improve in this challenging setting, we discuss next how one can exploit instance similarity and few labeled examples if available. Transferring knowledge from known categories to novel classes is challenging as it is difficult to estimate visual properties of the novel classes. Approaches discussed in the previous section can not exploit instance similarity or few labeled instances, if available. The approach Propagated Semantic Transfer (PST) [74] combines four ideas to jointly handle the challenging scenario of recognizing novel categories. First, PST transfers information from known to novel categories by incorporating external knowledge, such as linguistic or expert-specified information, e.g., by a mid-level layer of semantic attributes as discussed in Section 2.1. Second, PST exploits the manifold structure of novel classes similar to unsupervised learning approaches [94, 80] . More specifically it adapts the graph-based Label Propagation algorithm [101, 100] -previously used only for semi-supervised learning [14] to zero-shot and few-shot learning. In this transductive setting information is propagated between instances of the novel classes to get more reliable recognition as visualized with the red graph in Fig. 3 . Third, PST improves the local neighborhood in such graph structures by replacing the raw feature-based representation with a semantic object-or attribute-based representation. And forth, PST generalizes from zero-to few-shot learning by integrating labeled training examples as certain nodes in its graph based propagation. Another positive aspect of PST is that attribute or category models do not have to be retrained if novel classes are added which can be an important aspect e.g. in a robotic scenario. The table compares PST with propagating on a graph based on attribute-classifier similarity versus image descriptor similarity and shows a clear benefit of the former. This variant also outperform DAP and IAP [44] as well as Zero-Shot Learning [22] . Next we compare PST in the fewshot setting, i.e. we add labeled examples per class. In Fig. 4(b) we compare PST to two label propagation (LP) baselines [14] . We first note that PST (red curves) seamlessly moves from zero-shot to few-shot, while traditional LP (blue and black curves) needs at least one training example. We first examine the three solid lines. The black curve is the best LP variant from Ebert et al. [14] and uses similarity based image features. LP in combination with the similarity metric based on the attribute classifier scores (blue curves) allows to transfer knowledge residing in the classifier trained on the known classes and gives a significant improvement in performance. PST (red curve) additionally transfers labels from the known classes and improves further. The dashed lines in Fig. 4(b) provide results for automatically mined associations between attributes and classes from language resources. It is interesting to note that these automatically mined associations achieve performance very close to the manual defined associations (dashed vs. solid). Fig. 5 shows results on the classification task with 200 unseen ImageNet categories. In Fig. 5(a) we compare PST to zero-shot without propagation presented as discussed in Section 2.1. For zero-shot recognition PST (red bars) improves performance over zero-shot without propagation (black bars) for all language resources and transfer variants. Similar to the AwA dataset, PST also improves over the LPbaseline for few-shot recognition (Fig. 5b) . The missing LP-baseline on raw features is due to the fact that for the large number of images and high dimensional features the graph construction is very time and memory consuming if not infeasible. In contrast, the attribute representation is very compact and thus computational tractable even with a large number of images.
Composite activity recognition with attributes and script data
Understanding activities in visual and textual data is generally regarded as more challenging than understanding object categories due to the limited training data, challenges in defining the extend of an activity, and the similarities between activities [62] . However, long-term composite activities can be decomposed in shorter fine-grained activities [72] . Consider for example the composite cooking activities prepare scrambled egg which can be decomposed in attributes of fine-grained activities (e.g. open, fry), ingredients (e.g. egg), and tools (e.g. pan, spatula). These attributes can than be shared and transferred across composite activities as visualized in Fig. 6 using the same approaches as for objects and attributes discussed in the previous section. However, the representations, both on the visual and on the language side have to change. Fine-grained activities and associated attributes are visually characterized by fine-grained body motions and low inter-class variability.
Script data
In addition to holistic features [92] , one consequently should exploit human posebased [71] and hand-centric [77] features. As the previously discussed language resources do not provide good associations between composite activities and their attributes, Rohrbach et al. [72] collected textual description (Script data) of these activities with AMT. From this script data associations can be computed based on either the frequency statistics or, more discriminate, by term frequency times inverse document frequency (tf * idf). Table 3 shows results on the MPII Cooking 2 dataset [76] . Comparing the first column (holistic Dense Trajectory features [92] ) with the second, shows the benefit of adding the more semantic hand- [77] and pose- [71] features. Comparing line (1) with line (2) or (3) shows the benefit of representing composite activities with attributes as this allows sharing across composite activities. Best performance is achieved with 57.4% mean AP in line (6) when combining compositional attributes with the Propagated Semantic Transfer (PST) approach (see Section 2.2) and Script data to determine associations between composites and attributes.
Image and video description using compositional attributes
In this section we discuss how we can generate natural language sentences describing visual content, rather than just giving labels to images and videos as discussed in the previous section. This intriguing task has recently received increased attention in computer vision and computational linguistics communities [89, 90, 91] and has a large number of potential applications including human robot interaction, image and video retrieval, and describing visual content for visually impaired people. In this section we focus on approaches which decouple the visual recognition and the sentence generation and introduce an intermediate semantic layer, which can be seen a layer of attributes (Section 3.1). Introducing such a semantic layer has several advantages. First, this allows to reason across sentences on a semantic level, which is, as we will see, beneficial for multi-sentence description of videos (Sec- tion 3.2). Second, we can show that when learning reliable attributes, this leads to state-of-the-art sentences generation with high diversity in the challenging scenario of movie description (Section 3.3). Third, this leads to a compositional structure which allows describing novel concepts in images and videos (Section 3.4).
Translating image and video content to natural language descriptions
To address the problem of image and video description, Rohrbach et al. [75] propose a two-step translation approach which first predicts an intermediate semantic attribute layer and then learns how to translate from this semantic representation to natural sentences. Figure 7 gives an overview of this two-step approach for videos. First, a rich semantic representation of the visual content including e.g. object and activity attributes is predicted. To predict the semantic representation a CRF models the relationships between different attributes of the visual input. And second, the generation of natural language is formulated as a machine translation problem using the semantic representation as source language and the generated sentences as target language. For this a parallel corpus of videos, annotated semantic attributes, and textual descriptions allows to adapt statistical machine translation (SMT) [39] to translate between the two languages. proach on the videos of the MPII Cooking dataset [71, 72] and the aligned descriptions from the TACoS corpus [62] . According to automatic evaluation and human judgments, the two-step translation approach significantly outperforms retrieval and n-gram-based baseline approaches, motivated by prior work. This similarly can be applied to image description task, however, in both cases it requires an annotated semantic attribute representation. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we discuss how we can extract such attribute annotations automatically from sentences. An alternative approach is presented by Fang et al. [16] who mine visual concepts for image description by integrating multiple instance learning [52] . Similar to the work presented in the following, Wu et al. [95] learn an intermediate attribute representation from the image descriptions. Captions are then generated solely from the intermediate attribute representation.
Coherent multi-sentence video description with variable level of detail
Most approaches for automatic video description, including the one presented above, focus on generating single sentence descriptions and are not able to vary the descriptions' level of detail. One advantage of the two-step approach with an explicit intermediate layer of semantic attributes is that it allows to reason on this semantic level. To generate coherent multi-sentence descriptions, Rohrbach et al. [64] extend the two-step translation approach to model across-sentence consistency at the semantic level by enforcing a consistent topic, which is the prepared dish in the cooking scenario. To produce shorter or one-sentence summaries, Rohrbach et al. select the most relevant sentences on the semantic level by using tf * idf (term frequency times inverse document frequency). For an example output on the TACoS MultiLevel corpus [64] see Figure 8 . In order to fully automatically do multi-sentence description, Rohrbach et al. propose a simple but effective method based on agglomerative clustering to perform automatic video segmentation. The most important component of good clustering is the similarity measure and it turns out that
Detailed:
A man took a cutting board and knife from the drawer. He took out an orange from the refrigerator. Then, he took a knife from the drawer. He juiced one half of the orange. Next, he opened the refrigerator. He cut the orange with the knife. The man threw away the skin. He got a glass from the cabinet. Then, he poured the juice into the glass. Finally, he placed the orange in the sink.
Short:
A man juiced the orange. Next, he cut the orange in half. Finally, he poured the juice into a glass. One sentence: A man juiced the orange. Fig. 8 Coherent multi-sentence descriptions at three levels of detail, using automatic temporal segmentation. See Section 3.2 for details. From [64] .
the semantic attribute classifiers (see Fig. 7 ) are very well suited for that in contrast to Bag-of-Words dense trajectories [93] . This confirm the observation made in Section 2.2 that attribute classifiers seem to form a good space for distance computations.
To improve performance, Donahue et al. [12] show that the second step, the SMTbased sentence generation, can be replaced with a deep recurrent network to better model visual uncertainty, but still relying on the multi-sentence reasoning on the semantic level. On the TACoS Multi-Level corpus this achieves 28.8% BLEU@4, compared to 26.9% [64] with SMT and 24.9% with SMT without multi-sentence reasoning [75] .
Describing movies with an intermediate layer of attributes
Two challenges arise, when extending the idea presented above to movie description [67] , which looks at the problem how to describe movies for blind people. First, and maybe more importantly, there are no semantic attributes annotated as on the kitchen data, and second, the data is more visually diverse and challenging. For the first challenge, Rohrbach et al. [67] propose to extract attribute labels from the description to train visual classifiers to build a semantic intermediate layer by relying on a semantic parsing approach of the description. To additionally accommodate the second challenge of increased visual difficulty, Rohrbach et al. [66] show how to improve the robustness of these attributes or "Visual Labels" by three steps. First, by distinguishing three semantic groups of labels (verbs, objects and scenes) and using corresponding feature representations for each: activity recognition with dense trajectories [92] , object detection with LSDA [31] , and scene classification with SMT [67] Someone is a man, someone is a man. S2VT [88] Someone looks at him, someone turns to someone. Visual labels [66] Someone is standing in the crowd, a little man with a little smile. Reference Someone, back in elf guise, is trying to calm the kids.
SMT [67] The car is a water of the water. S2VT [88] On the door, opens the door opens. Visual labels [66] The fellowship are in the courtyard. Reference They cross the quadrangle below and run along the cloister.
SMT [67] Someone is down the door, someone is a back of the door, and someone is a door. S2VT [88] Someone shakes his head and looks at someone. Visual labels [66] Someone takes a drink and pours it into the water. Reference Someone grabs a vodka bottle standing open on the counter and liberally pours some on the hand. Fig. 9 Qualitative results on the MPII Movie Description (MPII-MD) dataset [67] . The "Visual labels" approach [66] which uses an intermediate layer of robust attributes, identifies activities, objects, and places better than related work. From [66] .
Places-CNN [99] . Second, training each semantic group separately, which removes noisy negatives. And third, selecting only the most reliable classifiers. While Rohrbach et al. use SMT for sentence generation in [67] , they rely on a recurrent network (LSTM) in [66] . The Visual Labels approach outperforms prior work [88, 67, 96] on the MPII-MD [67] and M-VAD [86] dataset with respect to automatic and human evaluation. Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 9 . An interesting characteristic of the compared methods is the size of the output vocabulary, which is 94 for [67] , 86 for [88] (which uses an end-to-end LSTM approach without an intermediate semantic representation) and 605 for [66] . Although it is far lower than 6,422 for the human reference sentences, it clearly shows a higher diversity of the output for [66] .
Describing novel object categories
In this section we discuss how to describe novel object categories which combines challenges discussed for recognizing novel categories (Section 2) and generating descriptions (Section 3.1). State-of-the-art deep image and video captioning approaches (e.g. [91, 50, 12, 16, 89] ) are limited to describe objects which appear in caption corpora such as MS COCO [8] which consist of pairs of images and sentences. In contrast, labeled image datasets without sentence descriptions (e.g. ImageNet [10] ) or text only corpora (e.g. Wikipedia) cover many more object categories.
Hendricks et al. [30] propose the Deep Compositional Captioner (DCC) to exploit these vision-only and language-only unpaired data sources to describe novel categories as visualized in Fig. 10 . Similar to the attribute layer discussed in Section 3.1, Hendricks et al. extract words as labels from the descriptions to learn a "Lexical Layer". The Lexical Layer is expanded by objects from ImageNet [10] . Fig. 10 Describing novel object categories which are not contained in caption corpora (like otter). The Deep Compositional Captioner (DCC) [30] uses an intermediate semantic attribute or "lexical" layer to connect classifiers learned on unpaired image datasets (ImageNet) with text corpora (e.g. Wikipedia). This allows it to compose descriptions about novel objects without any paired image-sentences training data. Adapted from [29] .
Deep Compositional Captioner

Paired ImageSentence Data
A bus driving down the street.
Unpaired Text Data
A otter that is sitting in the water.
A dog sitting on a boat in the water.
Unpaired Image Data
Existing Methods
Otter Alpaca
Pizza Bus
Yummy pizza sitting on the To be able to not only recognize but also generate the description about the novel objects, DCC transfers the word prediction model from semantically closest known word in the Lexical Layer, where similarity is computed with Word2Vec [55] . Interesting to note is, that image captioning approaches such as [91, 12] do use ImageNet data to (pre-) train the models (indicated with a dashed arrow in Fig. 10 ), but they do not make use of the semantic information but only the learned representation. Fig. 11 shows several categories where there exist no captions for training. With respect to quantitative measures, compared to a baseline without transfer, DCC improves METEOR from 18.2% to 19.1% and F1 score, which measures the appear- (b) GroundeR [65] reconstructs phrases by learning to attend to the right box at training time.
(c) GroundeR [65] localizes boxes test time.
Fig. 12
Unsupervised grounding by learning to associate visual and textual semantic units. From [65] .
ance of the novel object, from 0 to 34.3%. Hendricks et al. also show similar results for video description.
Grounding text in images
In this section we discuss the problem of grounding natural language in images. Grounding in this case means that given an image and a natural language sentence or phrase, we aim to localize the subset of the image which corresponds to the input phrase. For example, for the sentence "A little brown and white dog emerges from a yellow collapsable toy tunnel onto the lawn." and the corresponding image in Fig. 12(a) , we want to segment the sentence into phrases and locate the corresponding bounding boxes (or segments) in the image. While grounding has been addressed e.g. in [40, 34, 5, 81] , it is restricted to few categories. An exception are Karpathy et al. [36, 37] who aim to discover a latent alignment between phrases in text and bounding box proposals in the image. Karpathy et al. [37] ground dependency-tree relations to image regions using multiple instance learning (MIL) and a ranking objective. simplify the MIL objective to just the maximal scoring box and replace the dependency tree with a learned recurrent network. These approaches have unfortunately not been evaluated with respect to the grounding performance due to a lack of annotated datasets. Only recently two datasets were A man walking by a sitting man on the street.
A white dog is following a black dog along the beach.
Three people on a walk down a cement path beside a field of wildflowers with skyscrapers in the background. Fig. 13 Qualitative results for GroundeR unsupervised [65] on Flickr 30k Entities [60] . Compact textual semantic units (phrases, e.g. "a sitting man") are associated with visual semantic units (bounding boxes). Best viewed in color.
released: Flickr30k Entities [60] augments Flickr30k [97] with bounding boxes for all noun phrases present in textual descriptions and ReferItGame [38] has localized referential expressions in images. Even more recent, at the time of writing, efforts are being made to also collect grounded referential expressions for the MS COCO [47] dataset, namely the authors of ReferItGame are in progress of extending their annotations as well as longer referential expressions have been collected by Mao et al. [51] . Similar efforts are also made in the Visual Genome project [41] which provides densely annotated images with phrases.
In the following we focus on how to approach this problem and the first question is, where is the best point of interaction between linguistic elements and visual elements? Following the approaches in [36, 37, 60] a good way to this is to decompose both, sentence and image into concise semantic units or attributes which we can match to each other. For the data as shown in Figures 12(a) and 13, sentences can be split into phrases of typically a few words and images are composed into a larger number of bounding box proposals [87] . An alternative is to integrate phrase grounding in a fully-convolutional network, for bounding box prediction [35] or segmentation prediction [33] . In the following, we discuss approaches which focus on how to find the association between visual and linguistic components, rather than the actual segmentation into components. We first look at an unsupervised setting with respect to the grounding task, i.e. we assume that no bounding box annotations are available for training (Section 4.1), and then we show how to integrate supervision (Section 4.2). Section 4.3 discusses the results.
Unsupervised grounding
Although many data sources contain images which are described with sentences or phrases, they typically do not provide the spatial localization of the phrases. This SCRC [32] GroundeR semi-supervised [65] GroundeR supervised [65] with 3.12% annot.
anywhere but the people -first person in line -group people center -very top left of whole image the street -tree to the far left -top middle sky -white car far right bottom corner is true for both curated datasets such as MSCOCO [47] or large user generated content as e.g. in the YFCC 100M dataset [84] . Consequently, being able to learn from this data without grounding supervision would allow large amount and variety of training data. This setting is visualized in Fig. 12(a) .
For this setting Rohrbach et al. [65] propose the approach GroundeR, which is able to learn the grounding by aiming to reconstruct a given phrase using an attention mechanism as shown in Fig. 12(b) . In more detail, given images paired with natural language phrases (or sentence descriptions), but without any bounding box information, we want to localize these phrases with a bounding box in the image (Fig. 12c) . To do this, GroundeR learns to attend to a bounding box proposal and, based on the selected bounding box, reconstructs the phrase (Fig. 12b) . Attention means that the model predicts a weighting over the bounding boxes and then takes the weighted average of the features from all boxes. A softmax over the weights encourages that only one or a few boxes have high weights. As the second part of the model (Fig. 12b, bottom) is able to predict the correct phrase only if the first part of the model attended correctly (Fig. 12b, top) , this can be learned without additional bounding box supervision. At test time we evaluate the grounding performance, i.e. whether the model assigned the highest weight to / attended to the correct bounding box. The model is able to learn these associations as the parameters of the model are learned across all phrases and images. Thus, for a proper reconstruction, the visual semantic units and linguistic phrases have to match, i.e. the models learns what certain visual phrases mean in the image.
Approach Accuracy
Unsupervised training GroundeR (VGG-CLS) [65] 24.66 GroundeR (VGG-DET) [65] 32.42
Semi-supervised training GroundeR (VGG-CLS) [65] 3.12% annotation 33.02 6.25% annotation 37.10 12.5% annotation 38.67
Supervised training CCA embedding [60] 25.30 SCRC (VGG+SPAT) [32] 27.80 GroundeR (VGG-CLS) [65] 41.56 GroundeR (VGG-DET) [65] 47.70
Approach Accuracy Table 4 Phrase grounding, accuracy in %. VGG-CLS: Pre-training the VGG network [79] for the visual representation on ImageNet classification data only. VGG-DET: VGG further fine-tuned for the object detection task on the PASCAL dataset [15] using Fast R-CNN [25] . VGG+SPAT: VGG-CLS + spatial bounding box features (box location and size).
Semi-supervised and fully supervised grounding
If grounding supervision (phrase bounding box associations) is available, GroundeR [65] can integrate it by adding a loss over the attention mechanism (Fig. 12b , "Attend"). Interestingly, this allows to provide supervision only for a subset of the phrases (semi-supervised) or all phrases (fully supervised). For supervised grounding, Plummer et al. [60] proposed to learn a CCA embedding [26] between phrases and the visual representation. The Spatial Context Recurrent ConvNet (SCRC) [32] and the approach of Mao et al. [51] use a caption generation framework to score phrases on a set of bounding box proposals. This allows to rank bounding box proposals for a given phrase or referential expression. Hu et al. [32] show the benefit of transferring models trained on full-image description datasets as well as spatial (bounding box location and size) and full-image context features. Mao et al. [51] show how to discriminatively train the caption generation framework to better distinguish different referential expression.
Grounding results
In the following we discuss results on the Flickr 30k Entities dataset [60] and the ReferItGame dataset [38] , which both provide ground truth alignment between noun phrases (within sentences) and bounding boxes. For the unsupervised models, the grounding annotations are only used at test time for evaluation, not for training. All Fig. 15 To approach visual question answering, Andreas et al. [2] propose to dynamically create a deep network which is composed of different "modules" (colored boxes). These "modules" represent semantic units, i.e. attributes, which link linguistic units in the question with computational units to do the corresponding visual recognition. Adapted from [1] .
approaches use the activations of the second last layer of the VGG network [79] to encode the image inside the bounding boxes. Table 4 (a) compares the approaches quantitatively. The unsupervised variant of GroundeR reaches nearly the supervised performance of CCA [60] or SCRC [32] on Flickr 30k Entities, successful examples are shown in Fig. 13 . For the referential expressions of the ReferItGame dataset the unsupervised variant of GroundeR reaches performance on par with prior work (Table 4b ) and quickly gains performance when adding few labeled training annotation (semi-supervised training). In the fully supervised setting GroundeR improves significantly over state-of-the-art on both datasets, which is also reflected in the qualitative results shown in Fig. 14.
Visual question answering
Visual question answering is the problem of answering natural language questions about images, e.g. for the question "Where is the amber cat?" about the image shown in Fig. 15 we want to predict the corresponding answer on the floor, or just floor. This is a very interesting problem with respect to several aspects. On the one hand it has many applications, such visual search, human-robot interaction, and assisting blind people. On the other hand, it is also an interesting research direction as it requires to relate textual and visual semantics. More specifically it requires to ground the question in the image, e.g. by localizing the relevant part in the image (amber cat in Fig. 15 ), and then recognizing and predicting an answer based on the question and the image content. Consequently, this problem requires more complex semantic interaction between language and visual recognition than in previous sections, specifically, the problem requires ideas from grounding (Section 4) and recognition (Section 2) or description (Section 3). is the bus full of passengers?
no (no) (a) Results from evaluation server of [4] in %.
(b) Answers from [1] (ground truth answers in parentheses). Fig. 16 Results on the VQA dataset [4] . Adapted from [1] .
Most recent approaches to visual question answering learn a joint hidden embedding of the question and the image to predict the answer [49, 63, 24, 4] where all computation is shared and identical for all questions. An exception to this is proposed by Wu et al. [95] , who learn an intermediate attribute representation from the image descriptions, similar to the work discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. Interestingly, this intermediate layer of attributes allows to query an external knowledge base to provide additional (textual) information not visible in the image. The embedded textual knowledge base information is combined with the attribute representation and the hidden representation of a caption-generation recurrent network (LSTM) and forms the input to an LSTM-based question-answer encoder-decoder [49] .
Andreas et al. [2] go one step further with respect to compositionality and propose to predict a compositional neural network structure from the questions. As visualized in Fig. 15 the question "Where is the amber cat?" is decomposed into network "modules" amber, cat, and, and where. These modules are semantic units, i.e. attributes, which connect most relevant semantic components of the questions (i.e. word or short phrases) with corresponding computation to recognize it in the image. These Neural Module Networks (NMN) have different types of modules for different types of attributes. Different types have different colors in Fig. 15 . The find [cat] and find [amber] (green) modules take in CNN activations (VGG [79] , last convolutional layer) and produce a spatial attention heatmap, while combine [and] (orange) combines two heatmaps to a single one, and describe[where] (blue) takes in a heatmap and CNN features to predict an answer. Note that the distinction between different types, e.g. find versus describe, which have different kind of computation and different instances, e.g. find [cat] versus find[amber], which learn different parameters. All parameters are initialized randomly and only trained from question answer pairs. Interestingly, in this work attributes are not only distinguished with respect of their type, but also are composed with other attributes in a deep network, whose parameters' are learned end-to-end from examples, here question-answer pairs. In a follow up work, Andreas et al. [3] learn not only the modules, but also what the best network structure is from a set of parser proposals, using reinforcement learning.
In addition to NMN, Andreas et al. [2, 3] also incorporate a recurrent network (LSTM) to model common sense knowledge and dataset bias which has been shown to be important for visual question answering [49] . Quantitative results in Table 16 (a) indicate that NMNs are indeed a powerful tool to question answering, a few qualitative results can be seen Fig. 16(b) .
Conclusions
In this chapter we presented several tasks and approaches where attributes enable a connection of visual recognition with natural language on a semantic level. For recognizing novel object categories or activities, attribute can build an intermediate representation which allows incorporating knowledge mined from language resources or script data (Section 2). For this scenario we saw that semantic attribute classifiers additionally build a good metric distance space useful for constructing instance graphs and learning composite activity recognition models. In Section 3 we explained how an intermediate level of attributes can be used to describe videos with multiple sentences and at a variable level and allow describing novel object categories. In Section 4 we presented approaches for unsupervised and supervised grounding of phrases in images. Different phrases are semantically overlapping and the examined approaches try to relate these semantic units by jointly learning representations for the visual and language modalities. Section 5 discusses an approach to visual question answering which composes the most important attributes of a question in a compositional computation graph, whose parameters are learned endto-end only by back-propagating from the answers.
While the discussed approaches take a step towards the challenges discussed in Section 1.1, there are many future steps ahead. While the approaches in Section 2 use many advanced semantic relatedness measures minded from diverse language resources they are not jointly trained on textual and visual modalities. Regneri et al. [62] and Silberer et al. [78] take a step in this direction by looking at joint semantic representation from the textual and visual modalities. Section 3 presents compositional models for describing videos, but it is only a first step towards automatically describing a movie to a blind person as humans can do it [67] , which will require an even higher degree of semantic understanding, and transfer within and between modalities. Section 4 describes interesting ideas to grounding in images and it will be interesting to see how this scales to the size of the Internet. Visual question answering (Section 5) is an interesting emerging direction with many challenges as it requires to solve all of the above, at least to some extend. 
